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Wishing you Peace and Joy
this Holiday Season
As building owners and operators close out
their

operations

and

books

in

2015,

Buildings One looks forward to providing you
pertinent and practical commercial real
estate content and solutions in 2016.
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GREENBUILD 2015

US Green Building Council (USGBC)
CEO Rick Fedrizzi opening remarks intro:
“Sustainability is Profitable
and
Profitability is Sustainable”
The world’s largest conference and expo dedicated to the green building industry
GREENBUILD 2015 ”Monumental Green”,
recently held in Washington, DC, was a tremendous success.

Expo Hall Floor featured over 600 exhibitors

Master Speaker Sessions featured

displaying leading edge building technologies,

presentations by numerous environmental

innovations, products and services.

experts, scientists and authors.

GREENBUILD 2016 - “Iconic Green” to be held in Los Angeles, CA October 5 - 7, 2016.
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Code of Federal Regulations
The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) is the codification of the general and
permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the departments and agencies
of the United States Government. The CFR is divided into 50 titles that represent
broad areas subject to Federal regulation. The vast majority of the regulations apply
to industries outside of the commercial real estate sector. Three specific CFR titles,
with regulations pertinent to the commercial real estate industry area, include:
Energy - Title 10, Labor - Title 29, and Protection of Environment - Title 40.

Electronic Code of Federal Regulations

e-CFR

The Electronic Code of Federal Regulations (e-CFR) is a current, daily updated version of the Code of Federal
Regulations. The Office of the Federal Register (OFR) updates regulations, in the e-CFR, on a daily basis. Although
daily posted e-CFR content, including amendments, represent an unofficial editorial compilation of CFR
requirements, the web-site - www.ecfr.gov - provides users with recent revisions to Federal regulations as well a
search feature in order to reference specific regulations within one’s industry.

HVAC Optimum Start
The HVAC system optimum start-stop concept has been in place
for many years in the building automation and energy
management system (EMS) industry. To the extent the building
operator (engineers) can “optimize” the HVAC start time such that
the tenants’ premises temperatures reach the required and
desired comfort zone at the beginning of the lease defined HVAC
operation and occupancy period, but not significantly earlier, the
property owner, and tenants will benefit from reduced energy
consumption and corresponding utility expense savings.

OPTIMUM START - KEEP IT SIMPLE
The recommended optimum start programmed sequence is one that is easily understood, and can be
effectively managed, controlled, adjusted, and monitored, by the property management & operations team.
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Optimum Start - Sequence of Operation
A optimum start “sequence of operation” that incorporates a few basic data points, such as the monitoring of
building interior temperature, during specific time periods, will result in a simple, yet very effective, operating
strategy. A strategically placed interior thermostat device (or several thermostat devices), can provide key
determinant information in order to reach the required occupant premises temperature at occupancy. During an
“unoccupied mode” period, interior temperatures are a “common derivative” of many start up factors and
conditions, including exterior air temperatures. “If it’s real cold outside, interior temperatures provide the most
reliable indicator of HVAC system recovery time”. Adding numerous monitoring points, into a sequence of

operation, may complicate the optimum start process, without adding material benefits. Additional insight is

Average Interior Building Temperature

available in the Buildings One web-site library of documents “HVAC Optimum Start” Best Practices & Template.

HVAC

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
(EMS)
“OPTIMUM START”

By analyzing the HVAC System Start Time and Average Indoor Air Temperature, in particular the
temperature at the “HVAC System Start Time” (57°F at 6AM) and “Begin Occupancy Period” (71°F at
8AM), adjustments can be made to the “Optimum Start” Sequence of Operation so that the desired and
required tenant premises interior temperature is achieved at the “begin occupancy” period.
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